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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected reductive group over C and g its Lie algebra. Let a be the 
variety of all Bore1 subalgebras of 8. For a nilpotent element N in g, set 
We sometimes call the varieties ,13~ Springer fibers since they are the fibers of 
the Springer resolution y --+ n/, (N, 6) --f N, where JV is the set of all nilpotent 
elements in g and Y = {(N, b)(N E N, N E b}. 
Recall that G acts on g through adjoint action. Let ZG(N) = {g . N = N} be 
the centralizer in G of N and FN a maximal reductive subgroup of ZG(N). Ac- 
cording to Mostow [6], any two maximal reductive subgroup of a linear alge- 
braic group over @ are conjugate by an element in the unipotent radical of the 
algebraic group. Therefore FN is unique up to conjugacy by an element in the 
unipotent radical of Z,(N). 
In [5] we see that the equivariant K-groups KFN(13N) and KFN(t3N x f?,) are 
interesting in representations of affine Hecke algebras. In this paper we shall 
give a partition of BN (Theorem 2.2) for type ,4,-i. Applying it, we determine 
the equivariant K-groups KFN (f3~) and KFN (a, x a,) (3.2 (a-b)). For type G2 
we also determine the equivariant K-groups KFN(t3~) and KFN(f3~ x I?,), see 
Section 4. For completeness we also give the K-groups for type Bz, see (4.4). 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we collect some facts which will be needed in the later sections. 
The main reference is [4]. We make the following conventions. All algebraic 
groups are assumed to be linear and over @. All algebraic varieties are reduced 
and assumed to be over C. Throughout the paper, G, g, .13, . ., are as in the in- 
troduction unless there is an explicit statement o the contrary. 
1.1. We recall a well known result of Bialynicky-Birula. Let X be a smooth 
projective variety with an algebraic action of C* denoted (t, x) + t x. Then the 
fixed point set X o* is smooth. For each connected component Yof Xc’ we set 
F‘Y = {x E X( lim,,o t. x E Y}. Then we have a map KY : FY -+ Y given by 
nr(x) = lim,,o t. x and for each y E Y, r?‘(v) is C*-stable. According to [1] we 
have 
(a) There exists a vector bundle p : E + Y and an isomorphism !P : E 2; Fy 
such that p = TTY .!P and such that the @*-action on Fy corresponds to a linear 
C*-action on E with strictly positive weights (see [4]). 
1.2. Following [4], a finite partition of a variety X into subsets is said to be an 
o-partition if the subsets in the partition can be indexed Xi, X2, . . . , & in such a 
waythatXiUX2U...UXiisclosedinXfori= 1,2,...,k.Itisknownthat 
(a) The partition of X into the subsets FY in (1.1) is an a-partition [4]. 
(b) If an algebraic group acts on a variety with finitely many orbits, then the 
orbits form an o-partition of the variety. As an example we have 
(c) Let G act on t3 x t3 diagonally. It is known that the G-orbits of D x f3 are 
parametrized by the elements of the Weyl group Wof G. Moreover each orbit is 
a G-equivariant affine space bundle over 23. 
The G-orbits of 0 x B can be described explicitly. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup 
of G with Lie algebra b and Ta maximal torus in B. Then W = NG(T)/T is the 
Weyl group of G. We have the Bruhat decomposition G = U,, w BwB. The 
G-orbit of B x 13 corresponding to w E W is Y, = {(gti . b,g . b)lg E G} = 
G. (k. b, b), where + is a representative in No(T) of w. The projection Y,, ---f B, 
(gW . 6, g b) + gk . b defines a G-equivariant affine space bundle over B. 
More generally we have 
(d) The variety Z, = a x f? x . . x I3 (m factors) has an a-partition into 
subsets which are G-equivariant affine space bundles over & where G acts on 
D x B x . . . x B diagonally. The subsets in the partition are parametrized by 
the elements in W, _ 1 = W x . x W (m - 1 factors). 
Proof. We use induction on m. When m = 1,2, this is obvious. Now assume 
that m > 3. Consider the projection p : Z,,, + Z,,- 1, (61,. . . , b,_ 1, b,) + 
(61,. . . , b,- ,). By (c), restrictingp to Z,+ 2 x Y, c Z, defines a G-equivariant 
bundle over Z, _ I, denoted the restriction of p by puz. By induction hypothesis, 
Z,+ 1 has an o-partition into subsets which are G-equivariant affine space 
bundles over fS and the subsets Xii_, in the partition are parametrized by the 
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elements 0 in W x . x W (m - 2 factors). Then the subsets p;‘(Xi_ ,) 
(w E W, 0 E W, -2) of Z, are G-equivariant affine space bundles over B and 
form an a-partition of Z,. We may write down explicitly the subset corre- 
spondingtof?= (w,,w~,...,w,+,) E W,_,,whichis 
‘Y; = {(gW,_,bm_2bi&2. .,bZWZb,ti, .b, g~~_,b,_2w,~2...b2W2.61 
“‘> glit,_,.b, g.b)(gEG, b ,,..., b,_zEB}. 0 
A natural consequence of(d) is as follows. 
(e) Let G,, . . . , G, be connected reductive groups with Lie algebras 
Bi,...r% respectively. Let .13i be the variety of all Bore1 subalgebras of gi. Then 
the variety (all mi are positive) 
a x . . . x B, x a2 x . . . x f32 x . . x B, x . x r3, 
-- \ / 
ml m2 4 
has an o-partition into subsets which are G, x G2 x . . x G,-equivariant affine 
space bundles over ,131 x t?~ x . . . x f?,, where Gi acts on Bi x l?i x . . x l?i di- 
agonally and acts on other components trivially. Note that D, x 232 x . . . x L3, is 
naturally isomorphic to the variety of all Bore1 subalgebras of the Lie algebra of 
G, x G2 x . . x G,. 
1.3. Let X be a smooth projective variety with an action of a torus T. Then we 
can find a l-parameter subgroup X : @’ + T such that the fixed point set XT 
coincides with the fixed point set of C* acting on X via X. Using (1.1) and (1.2) 
(a) we see there exists an o-partition of X into subsets which are vector bundles 
over various connected components of the fixed point set XT [4]. 
1.4. Let p : E --+ Y be a vector bundle over a smooth variety, with a fiber pre- 
serving linear C*-action on E with strictly positive weights. Let Z c E be a 
@*-stable smooth closed subvariety. Then p(Z) is smooth and Z is a sub-bundle 
of E restricted to p(Z) [4]. 
1.5. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G and let p be its Lie algebra. The natural 
action of G on f3 restricts to an action of P on B. Let L be a Levi subgroup of P 
with Lie algebra 1. Let T be the identity component of the center of L. Then for 
each P-orbit 0, the T-fixed point set OT is isomorphic to the variety of the Bore1 
subalgebras of I under the map b + b n 1. 
Let n be the nilpotent radical of p and let li, : n x OT 4 c? be defined by 
$( Y, b) = exp( Y) . 6. There is a unique map 7r : c3 + OT such that the diagram 
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is commutative. We may regard 0 --) OT as a vector bundle, quotient of the 
constant vector bundle pr2 : n x OT -+ CIT. Note that the vector bundle 
0 + OT is L-equivariant. (Here L acts on tt x OT diagonally.) 
Let X : @* --f T be a l-parameter subgroup which acts on g/I with strictly 
positive weights. Such X exists. Then @* acts on B via A. Its fixed point set on !3 
coincides with BT. Each P-orbit 0 is C*-stable. Moreover the action of @* on c3 
preserves the fibers of the vector bundle K : 0 + O* and is linear with strictly 
positive weights on each fiber [4]. 
1.6. Let N E g be a nilpotent element. By the Jacobson-Morozov theorem, 
there exists a homomorphism of algebraic groups 4 : SLz(C) + G such 
. Let gj = 
[Bi, Qj] C !&+,j- 
zix, for all z E C*}. Then N E 82. We have g = Bi gi and 
Let GO (resp. P) be the connected algebraic subgroup of G whose Lie algebra 
is go (resp. @i>() Qi). Note that ai is a Go-module for each i. 
Then P is a parabolic subgroup of G with Levi subgroup GO. It is known that 
(a) P depends only on N (and not on the choice of 4). We shall call P the 
parabolic subgroup of G associated to N. 
(b) The P-orbit of N in ei>* gi is dense. 
(c) The Go-orbit of N in g2 is dense. 
(d) If (g, 4) E G x C* satisfies g. N = qN, then g E P [4]. 
1.7. Let P, Go be as in (1.6). For a P-orbit 0 on a, write B,v%o = BN n 0. We 
have 
(a) The subsets BN,O (for various P-orbits 0 on @ form an a-partition of 
ahi into smooth varieties [4, 3.4 (a)]. 
Let X : @* --t G be the one dimensional parameter group X(z) = d(D(z)), 
z E C”, and let 2, be its image in G. We have 
(b) a~,0 is a vector bundle over the D-fixed point set t3;,,,, which is a 
smooth projective variety [4, 3.4 (d)] 
We may require that FN is in the centralizer in G of 2) (see [2, 2.41). Then 
FN c P and both BN,O and Bz,, are FN-stable. The vector bundle a~,0 + t?g.O 
then is FN-equivariant (since 0 + OT is Go-equivariant and FN c Go, see 
(1.5)). 
(c) Let 2, be the identity component of the center of FN. Using (b) and (1.3) 
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we see t?; o has an a-partition into subsets which are vector bundles over var- 
ious connected components of the ZN-fixed point set f?yO’ of f?g,O. The vector 
bundles are F,v-equivariant. 
2. TYPE A,_, 
We shall apply the results in Section 1 to get a partition of f?~ for G&(C). In 
this section G = G&(C) and g = g&(C). 
2.1. Let N be a nilpotent element of g/,(C). Then &(N) is connected. Let TN 
be a maximal torus of FN and let XN be a regular (or sufficiently general) semi- 
simple element in TN of FN. Then x = XN exp N is a regular element of G. The 
TN-fixed point Set t32 = Bg (the x-fixed point set of ,IjN) is a finite set (see [S]). 
Note that we required that FN is contained in the centralizer in G of V, so TN 
acts on t3lD, 0 , . Using (1.7 (b)) and (1.3) we see that BN has an a-partition into 
subsets which are affine spaces, (this fact was first proved by Spaltenstein in a 
combinatorical way [7], for another proof see [4]). 
We may connect the a-partition with Bruhat decomposition. Let B be the 
Bore1 subgroup of G consisting of upper triangular matrices and b the corre- 
sponding Lie algebra, T the maximal torus of G consisting of diagonal ma- 
trices. The normalizer in G of T is denoted by NG( T) and let W = NG( T)/ T be 
the Weyl group. We have 23 = UH,E w Bw b. 
In some cases we can easily see that Bw b n BN is an affine space if it is non 
empty. Let R c Hom( T, C*) be the root system and R+ the set of positive roots 
of R determined by B (i.e. the root space g, is contained in b if a E R+). Let n 
be the set of simple roots of R+. Assume that N’ = CQEa ecr, e, E g,. Then 
Bw . b f’ BN is non-empty if and only if w-’ N’ E b, (this is not true in general 
even for GLj(C)). We have 1 WNJ \ WI such w, where WN~ is the subgroup of W 
generated by the simple reflections corresponding to cy with e, # 0. 
As in (1.6)-( 1.7) for N’ we define a one parameter subgroup D’ of G. We may 
and shall require that D’ and TN! are contained in T. Note that w . b is TN!-stable 
and 113:’ 1 = 1 W,,U \ WI [8]. So f3: = {w .b 1 w-’ N’ E b}. Thus for any 
x E NG(T), wehave I{w E W 1 w.b3x.N’=xN’.x~‘}l=(WN,\ W]and@ = 
{w .b 1 w-’ N E b}, here N = xN’x_’ and TN = xTN~x~‘. 
Choose x E NG(T) such that 2) = xD’x_’ acts on b with non-negative 
weights. Let N = xN’x_’ and TN = xTN~x~‘. Then any Bw . b(w E W) is con- 
tained in a P-orbit of a (see (1.6) for the definition of P). Moreover V and TN 
actonBw.b,soBw.bflB,viseitheremptyorBw.brl@ ={w.b}.Using(l.7 
(c)) and (1.3) we see Bw . b n BN is either an affine space or empty. This result 
should be well known but the author has not found a reference. 
The following theorem gives another a-partition of BN which can be used to 
determine the equivariant K-groups KFN (BN) and KFN (a,$~ x a,). 
Theorem 2.2. Let N be a nilpotent element in g = gm(c). Then BN has an a-par- 
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tition into subsets which are FN-equivariant afine space bundles over the variety 
BF~ of all Bore1 subalgebras of the Lie algebra of FN. 
The rest of the section will be devoted to prove the theorem. 
2.3. The size of the Jordan blocks of N determine a partitionp = (p~,p~, . . . ,p,) 
ofn.Letc;=(p~=i~1<j<n}.Wemaywritep=(lC~2c~~~~ncn).Underthe 
action of G, N is conjugate to the following element 
we use 0, and I, for the zero and identity matrix of size c x c respectively, when 
c = 0, they are treated as empty. It is no harm to assume that N is equal to the 
above matrix. Then 
D: = ~(D(z)) = 
We may take 
FN = 
Al 
A2 
A2 
A3 
A3 
A3 
I c3 
ZC21,, I E G. 
..I 1 Ai E CL,(@) for all 1 
\ 
i >. 
I 
From now on Tdenotes the maximal torus of G consisting of diagonal matrices 
and let Vu(a E R) be the one-parameter subgroup of G corresponding to (Y. It is 
easy to see that Go is generated by Tand those V, such that cx(D;) = 1 for all 
z E @* and P is generated by Go and those V, such that a(D,) = zi, i 2 1 for all 
ZE C. 
From now on we identify the Weyl group W = NG(T)/T with the subgroup 
of G consisting of all permutation matrices (i.e. each row and each column of 
the matrix contains exactly one non-zero entry which is I). Write IV0 = W n Go. 
Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of P containing T. Then each P-orbit of I3 has the 
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form 0 = UwE w0 Bwx . 6, where x E W such that x-i (CX) E R+ for all o E Ri = 
{a E R+ 1 a(&) = 1 f or all z E C*}. (Here the R+ is determined by B.) Thus 
@=UwOVo BOWX .b is a Go-orbit of @, where BO = B n Go. Therefore 
P N,O = f3~ n 00, where 00 = On is a Go-orbit of ao. 
2.4. From now on B denotes the Bore1 subgroup of G consisting of upper tri- 
angular matrices in G. Then b is the Bore1 subalgebra of g consisting of upper 
triangular matrices in 8. We have 23 = lJ,, w Bw . b and the V-fixed point set of 
t3 is Z?o = l_lwE w BOW. b, where BO = B n Go is a Bore1 subgroup of Go. Let 
TN = T n FN. Then TN is a maximal torus of FN. The center 2, of FN is con- 
. . 
tamed m TN and acts on l3g,o. Since f?: 0 is smooth and projective, it has an 
a-partition into subsets which are vector bundles over various connected 
components of the ZN-fixed point set LJz? of t3;,, and the vector bundles are 
F,v-equivariant, see (1.7 (c)). 
Now we consider t?o,““, the Zv-fixed point set of Bo. Let L be the subgroup 
of G consisting of all of the following matrices 
where Aii E GL,(C) for all i 
andj= 1,2 ,..., i. 
Then L is a Levi subgroup of a parabolic subgroup of G and is contained in Go. 
Let BL = B n L. It is obvious that we have f?D’ZN = lJwE w BLW . b. Let (3 and 
00 be as in (2.3) then 0 n BD3ZN = Op = IJ,, w. BLWX. 6. Obviously 
0 n LP,=N is a union of some L-orbits of f?DsZN. 
Let WL = W n L be the Weyl group of L and let RL c R be the root system 
associated to L. Set Rt = Rf n RL. Then each L-orbit of aD,zN has the form 
U wt wL BLWX . b for some x E W such that x-’ (CE) E R+ for all (Y in Rt. The 
map 6’ + 6’ n I defines an isomorphism between UwE wL BLWX . b and the vari- 
ety BL of all Bore1 subalgebras of the Lie algebra I of L. Therefore each L-orbit 
in 0 n f?D,zN is a connected component of 0 n BD,zN. Hence a connected com- 
ponent of t3;$ is contained in some L-orbit of Bv,Z~. Thus we have seen that 
a~ has an a-partition into subsets which are Fv-equivariant vector bundles 
over various connected components of U, E wL BLWX . b n t3~ for those x E W 
satisfying x-’ (CX) E Rt for all cx E Rt, cf. (1.7). 
Therefore to prove Theorem 2.2 we only need to prove the following asser- 
tion. 
(4 UWEWL BLWX . b n 0~ has an a-partition into subsets which are Fv-equi- 
variant affine space bundles over f3~,. (Note that the subsets in the partition are 
necessarily connected since ~~~ is connected.) 
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Let Gi = G&(C) and let Di be the variety of all Bore1 subalgebras of the Lie 
algebra gi of G;. Then f?~ is isomorphic to the variety 
B, x ‘. x 23, x Bz x . . . x l3* x . . x a, x . ‘. x 0,. 
-- \ -4 d 
Cl (‘2 (‘,I 
Noting that FN is isomorphic to GI x Gz x . . x G, (convention: Gi is the unit 
group if ci = 0), it is easy to see the assertion (a) follows from an induction on n 
and the lemma below and its proof. 
Lemma 2.5. Assume n = ck and 
N= 
Then LSN has an a-partition into subsets which are FN-equivariant afine space 
bundles over t3~,. 
Proof. We use induction on k. When k = 1, N is the zero matrix. We have 
FN = G and 13~ = D. So the lemma is true in this case. 
We keep the notation in (2.3) - (2.4). By the discussion in (2.4), we only need 
to prove that Lx. b n BN has an o-partition into subsets which are FN-equiva- 
riant affine space bundles over ,13~,, where .Y E W satisfys x-’ (cy) E R+ for all 
a E R;. 
Recall that 6’ + b’ n 1 defines an isomorphism between Lx. b and BL. More- 
over I?~L = .13~ x . x BK (k-factors), where K = GLC(C) E FN. We shall iden- 
tify .13~ with L~K x x BK. Then x. b n I = (bK, . . . , bK), where bK is the Bore1 
subalgebra of g&(C) consisting of upper triangular matrices. 
Let 
gkbl 
gk 
Then gx b 3 N if and only if x-‘g-’ . N E b. We have 
GC g,‘gz 
0, g;‘g3 
g -I .N=g-‘Ng= 
.” .‘. 
0, g,! Igk 
0, 
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Write g-’ . N = COxE R+ e,, where e, E ga. Then xP’g-’ . N E b if and only if 
e, = 0 when ~~‘(a) E -R’. 
Let n’ = c(k - l), and let G’ = GL,r(@), g’ = gl,,t(@) and I3’ the variety of the 
Bore1 subalgebras of $. We regard G’ as a subgroup of G by identify g’ E G’ with 
g’ 
( > 4 
E G and set W’ = W f~ G’. Accordingly the Lie algebra 8’ is a Lie 
subalgebra of g by identifying A’ E g’ with 
A’ 
( 1 0,. . 
Let L’ be the subgroup 
of G’ consisting of all the following matrices 
g1 
g2 
E G', where gi E GL,(C). 
We identify L’ with K x . . . x K (k - 1 factors) and let L’ act on ,13~ =
t3K x . . x Z?K (k factors) by 
(gIlg2,. . . tgk~I).(bl,b2,...,bk_Itbk) 
= (a .'h,g2.@,... ,gkpl.bk-l,gk-I .f'k). 
By (1.2 (c)) each L/-orbit of ,13L has the form 0, = L’ . (bK, bK, , bK, w. bK) for 
some w E WK (the Weyl group of K). We identify WK with the set of permuta- 
tion matrices in K = GL,(C). Let 
g1 
g2 
g= 
i... 1 
EL, where g; E GL,(@). 
gk-I 
gk-IW 
Then 
0, g,‘g2 
0, g,lg3 
g -‘.N=g-‘Ng= 
I ‘.. ... 
0,. gi!2gk-I 
0,. 0, 
0, 
0,. 0, 
0,. 0, 
. 
. 
. . 
I I 
. 0,. 0,. 
0, U’ 
0, 
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We denote by Nr and N2 the first and the second term of the right hand side 
of the above identity. Then xP’gP1 N E b if and only if x-l . N1 E b and 
X -I . N2 E 6. 
When xP1 . N2 $! 6, Lx. b n BUN is empty. Now assume that xP1 . N2 E b. Then 
x-‘g-’ . N E b if and only if x- ’ . NI E b. Let x = x’x” such that x’ E W’ and 
x” E W satisfying x”-’ (b n g’) c b. Then .C . NI E b is equivalent to 
X ‘- ’ . NI E b n g’. Note that b n g’ is a Bore1 subgroup of $. 
We identify the variety DL~ of all Bore1 subalgebras of the Lie algebra of 
L’ with t3~ x . .. x BK (k - 1 factors). Then the projection p : O,v + Bc, 
(bl, b, . ..,b-I,&) + (b,b ,... , bk_ I) defines an L’-equivariant affine space 
bundle. We also denote by O,, the L/-orbit of Lx. b corresponding w (since 
Lx. b is isomorphic to f3~). Then the image in BL~ of 0,. n BN is isomorphic to 
the variety L’x’ (b n 8’) n 23;,, where 
0,. I, 
0,. z, 
N’ = . . 
i I 
. E g’ = g/,,(C). 
0,. z, 
0‘ 
Note that p-‘(L’x’ . (b n 8’) n a’,,) = Qv n BN, we see L?,,, n f3~ is an affine 
space bundle over L’x’ . (b n 8’) n t3$, which is obviously F,v-equivariant. 
Using the induction hypothesis we see the lemma is true for k. The lemma is 
proved. This also completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 0 
3. KFN(&) AND KFN (a, x a,) 
3.1. Let G be an algebraic group and X a G-variety. We assume that X is 
noetherian. Let KG(X) = K:(X) be the Grothendieck group of the abelian ca- 
tegory of coherent G-equivariant sheaves on X. For all positive integers m, we 
define K,(X) as in [3]. When Xis proper, KG(X) is the same as that in [5]. When 
X is smooth, KG(X) is isomorphic to the Grothendieck group of the abelian 
category of G-equivariant vector bundles over X. For an algebraic group H we 
use RH for its (rational) representation ring. 
3.2. We keep the notation in Section 2. By Theorem 2.2 we see that Z?,v has an 
a-partition into subsets XI, X2,. . . , & which are FN-equivariant affine space 
bundles over I?F~. Thus I = kx(l?F,) (we use x(X) to denote the Euler 
number of a variety x). By this we get k = x(a,~)/x(f?,). Recall that the as- 
sociated partition of N is (PI,. . . ,p,) = (l’i2”2 .rfn) (some pi and ci may be 
zero). It is well known that x(BN) = n!/(p,!~~!. . .p,!) and x(&) = Cl !c2!. c,! 
(the order of the Weyl group WF, of FN). 
For 1 <q<rFk set Yqr=XqUXq+~u...LJX,.. Note that KFN(BFN)z 
RB, = RT, is a free RF,,,-module, where BN is a Bore1 subgroup of FN and TN a 
maximal torus in BN. By [3, 5.5.11, we get (all isomorphisms are isomorphisms 
of RF,V-modules.) 
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(a) KFN(t?~) N RTN $ . . . $ RT~ (k factors). Note that RT~ 2 RF~ $ . . . Bi 
RF(\ WF,,, factors). 
Using (a) and [5, 1.3 (n3)] we get 
(b) KFN(& x &) = KFN(L?,v) &+, KFN&). 
3.3. By the same arguments in Section 2 we see easily that 23 has an a-partition 
into subsets Yi , . . . , Y, which are Fv-equivariant affine space bundles over f3~, . 
As in (3.2) we have m = x(B)/x(BF~) = (W//j W,,I. Therefore KFN(B) z 
RF& $ . . . @ RF.~ (I WI factors). Now we consider the convolution (defined by 
Ginzburg) on the K-group KFN(Z? x l3). By [5, 1.3 (n3)], the external tensor 
product in KFN-theory defines an isomorphism Ixi : KFN (f3) @I,, KFN(l?) 2i 
KFN (l? x f3). The convolution algebra structure * on KFN (I3 x l3) then is defined 
as 
where 7r : B + pt, (note that 7r*(E2 @C Ex) is contained in RF~). For each w E W 
let e,., C,,! be as in [5, Proof of 1.61, then e,,, d, E KF”(B). Moreover 7r*(ew 8 &) = 
b n’.?,. Hence the elements e,V ~9 e”,(w, ‘u E W) form an RF,-basis of KFN(B x f3) 
and we have 
(a) The convolution algebra KFN (l? x f3) is isomorphic to EndR, Kcv (a). 
Following Ginzburg, we define a convolution on KFN(lJN x DN). Let 
i:t3~xD~--+l3x8betheembeddingandletpti:t3xt3x~+BxBbethe 
projection. For any F, G E KFN (I3, x I?,), define 
where the tensor product is over the structure sheaf of t3 x a x a, the low * is 
the push-forward in equivariant K-theory and the upper * is the pull-back in 
equivariant K-theory. It seems that the following results might be true, (1) 
a - Bv has an a-partition into subsets which are Fv-equivariant affine space 
bundles over BF.~, (2) under the convolution, KFN (l?, x l3,) is an associative 
RF,~-algebra nd is isomorphic to End ~~~ KFN(B~), the unit is the structure 
sheaf of the diagonal aiy x Z?,. It is conjectured that the possible algebra is 
isomorphic to the based ring of the two-sided cell of the extended affine Weyl 
group of G&(C) corresponding to the nilpotent class of N (see [lo, 5.151). 
4. TYPES G2 AND B2 
4.1. It is not difficult to determine the equivariant K-groups KFN(D~) and 
KFN(L?~ x l3,) for types Gz and B2. In (4.1) - (4.3), G is an algebraic group (over 
C) of type Gz. In (4.4) G is Sp4(C). 
We need some notations. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G and T c B a 
maximal torus. Denote by W the Weyl group NG(T)/T. Let R c Hom(T, C*) 
be the root system and R+ the set of positive roots determined by B. Denote by 
ai and p the short simple and long simple root respectively. Then we have Ri = 
{a, /3. (Y + /!I, 2cu + p, 3cu + /3,3n + 2/?}. The reflection in W corresponding to 
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y E R will be denoted by s? We shall identify Twith d=* x @* by the map T + 
a=* x c*, t + (a(t),P(t)). 
Let g (resp. b) be the Lie algebra of G (resp. B), g, the root space corre- 
sponding to y E R and go the Cartan subalgebra. Let h,, ha E go, e-, E gy such 
that h,,h,~, e, (y E R) form a Chevalley base of 8. For y E R and a E C, let 
E?(Q) = exp(ae,) E G and let U, be the subgroup of G generated by all E?(U). 
a E C. Then B is generated by T, U, (y E R+). 
Define nY = ~~(l)~_~(-l)~~(l) E NG(T), y E R+ and t,, = (1,-l) E T, 
t8 = (-1,1) E T. 
It is well known that g has five nilpotent orbits, which are {0}, G. (e, + e/j), 
G.eZ,,+;j, G.ejn+o, G. (eru+ij+e2Cy+lj). 
Proposition 4.2. Keep the notation above. 
(i) IfN E g is nilpotent and is not subregular, then FN is connected and l3N has 
an cr-partition into subsets which are FN-equivariant vector bundles over ,13~,. 
(ii) I” N = e, +B + e2ru+/j, then 
BN = P, . b U Pij. b u nryPo. b U ~~~(-l)n~Pij. 6, 
where P,, and P,!i are the parabolic subgroups of G corresponding to (Y and p re- 
spectively. 
Proof. (i) When N = 0 or N is regular, the assertion is obvious. We keep the 
notation in (1.6)-( 1.7). 
Assume that N = ezru + 8. We may choose X(z) = (z, 1) E T and FN the sub- 
group of G generated by Q, K/j, (z-l, z2) (z E C*). The parabolic subgroup of 
G associated to N is P = Pi). The P-orbits of B are 0, = lJI1,EIl,s,jl Bwx. 6, 
x E W satisfies x-‘(p) E R+. Since x-‘(p) E R+, Uox. b = x. b, hence the 
V-fixed point set 0: of 0, is x . b u L$spx . 6. Obviously ~,~(a).s~x . b 3 N if and 
only if X-‘SNE~J( -a) . N E b, that is, x-’ s,,(2a + p) = x-‘(2o + p) E R+. There- 
fore we have 
if x-‘(2o+P) E R’, 
otherwise. 
Note that 0: = x. b U Uos~~x. b = FNX . b = BF~. By (1.7 (b)), f?~ has an 
<r-partition into subsets which are FN-equivariant vector bundles over x3~,,,. 
It is easy to see that x-‘(p) E R+ and K’ (2o + /Y) E R+ if and only if 
x = l,s,,s,sIJ. 
Now assume that N = exa + 28. We may choose X(z) = (1, z) and FN the sub- 
group of G generated by U,,, U_,,, (z’, zp3) (z E C*). The parabolic subgroup of 
G associated to N is P = P,. The P-orbits of B are Q,, = lJwt i,,s,) Bwx b, 
x E W satisfies X-‘(Q) E R+. As the case N = ezcy+,j we have 
OF,-,B, = 05 
if x-‘(3a + 2/3) E R+> 
empty, otherwise. 
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Also we have 0: = x. b U Uas,.x. b = FNX b CE 13,~~. By (1.7 (b)), a~ has an 
o-partition into subsets which are FN-equivariant vector bundles over B,c,. 
It is easy to see that x-‘(a) E R+ and x-‘(3~ + 2p) E R+ if and only if x = 
1 , S/j 1 s,cl&l. 
(ii) It is easy to check that P, b U P,? . b U n&T . b U En(- l)n,Po . b is con- 
tained in BN and is a Dynkin curve (see [9] for the definition of Dynkin curve). 
So the two sets are equal. 
We may choose 
FN = (1, ~~41), w,,(~), W,. L&-l)n,,, W&(l)wOI(l)}, 
which is isomorphic to the symmetric group of three letters. q 
4.3. Assume N E B is nilpotent and is not subregular. Using (4.2) and a similar 
argument as in (3.2) we get 
(a) KCV (BN) Y RG 63 . . @ RG (12 factors) if N = 0. 
KF~(t3N) 2 z if N = e, + e:j. 
KF~ (BN) 2 RF*, @ . . @ R, (6 factors) if N = ez,, + a or esn + 8. 
KFN (23~ x BN) 21 KFN(a~)@RF,,, KFN(B~). 
Now assume N = e, + B + ezn + b. Note that SZ = { 1 3 t, tg&(> (1)) is a subgroup of 
FN and a~ - P,, . b is an FN-equivariant line bundle over FN/&. Moreover 
P,, . b is FN-stable and is a projective line. Therefore we have (cf [3, 5.2.31, 
5.4.171) 
(b) KFN (a~) N RF,,, @ RF~ CE Rs,. 
KFh (a, X a,) = RF& 82 RF,~ @ RF~ c4 RF,, &3 Rsz CE RsZ 63 Rs2 CE Rs2 (3 
Rs> 9 Z. 
The isomorphisms in (a-b) are isomorphisms of &,-modules. 
4.4. In this section G is the connected and simply connected algebraic group 
Sp4(@) of type B2. We define B, R+, g, b, g?, nl, e,, etc as in (4.1). Let Q, P be 
the short and long simple roots respectively. Then R+ = {a, P, a + /3: 2ru + P}. 
It is well known that g has four nilpotent orbits, which are {0}, G. (e,, + e,,), 
G . e2(, + .L G . err + 3. 
When N = 0 we know 13~ = f3 and FN = G. Moreover K’(L?) E 
RG CD @ RG (8 factors) and KG(a x I3) Y KG(a) @‘Rc KG(a), see [5]. 
When N = e,, + eg, FN z Z/(2) is the center of G and t3~ is a point. So 
K4'(t?~) 'V RF* and KF"(L?~ x BN) z KFN(t3~) @RF* K”(BN) N RF~. 
Suppose that N = ezn+/j. Then FN 'v Z/(2) x S&(C) and the parabolic sub- 
group of G associated to N is PJ. Moreover, z/(2) acts trivially on BN. Let BF,, 
be the flag variety of St,(C) and let Z/(2) acts trivially on it. As in (4.2), we can 
show that BN has an a-partition into two subsets which are FN-equivariant 
vector bundles over 23,. So we have KFN (L?N) 2 RF,,, $ . 6~ RF~ (4 factors) 
and KEv(B,v x a,) 2 KFN(t3N)@RFV KF" (a,), ifN = eIn+;j. 
Now suppose that N = e,,+,j. We have FN 2 Z/(2) K C*, where Z/(2) acts on 
@* through z + L- I for any z in @*. It is easy to check that BN = P,, . b U PJ b U 
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n,Po ’ 6. Moreover P, . b is FN stable and BN - Pa b is an FN-equivariant line 
bundle over FN/C*. Therefore we have 
KFN (BN) e RF~ @ RF,,, $ Rc*, 
KFN (BN X BN) N RF,,, @ RF~ ~3 RF,, @ RF~ ~3 Rc* CB Rc* @ Rc* @ Rc. 63 
RCY $ RQ 
4.5. As in (3.3) we may define a convolution on KFN (BN x a,) by means of the 
embedding BN x BN -+ B x B. We hope the convolution defines an associative 
RKV-algebra structure on KFN(BN x a,) and the algebra is isomorphic to the 
based ring of the two-sided cell of an affine Weyl group of type G2 or 82 corre- 
sponding to G . N, see [lo, 5.15, Chapter Ill. 
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